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The school theme that the leadership team decided on 
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I am absolutely horriýc at video games. Legitimately terrible. 
My brother-in-law taught me how to play Call of Duty, and 
the results were truly shocking. The only people I killed were 
purely by accident. Needless to say, it’s not something that’s 
all that prevalent in my life. But, when my auntie shed blood, 
sweat, and tears to get her hands on an PS5 for Christmas, 
and my little brother seems to be glued to something called 
ñGoat Simulatorò, I ýgured I should do what I do best; research 
relentlessly, and then publish a gloriýed rant on the topic to 
The Pin Oak.  

Here’s what I found: as of 2023, 3.09 billion people play video 
games, a number that has increased by over a billion in the 
last 7 years (Howarth, 2022). I ýnd this simply astounding, 
and so do other businesses, to the point where Netþix publicly 
stated that Fortnite is more of a competitor to them than HBO. 
Red Dead Redemption 2 made 725 million USD in the ýrst 2 
days after release. Twitch streamers have grown to be some of 
the most popular, and most controversial (*ahem* PewDiePie) 
people among popular culture, amassing thousands of die-hard 
fans (The Bro Army), with Oprah-like levels of inþuence over 
millions of subscribers. The popularity of streaming has led to 
colossal-scale tournaments with prizes up to 32.85 million US 
dollars (Dota 2, 2022), cheers booming throughout stadiums as 
gamers from every corner of the globe pile in to watch teams 
play more complex games ,than I could ever comprehend. 

The gaming community is rife with nuance, and has a 
completely di erent social contract to wider society. Watching 
videos of E-Girls with their amazing stationary (proud to say 
that I’ve bought myself a pastel pink keyboard in their honour), 
aimlessly attempting to understand the chaos that is Dream 
SMP, wading through pages of gaming forums to ýnd out more. 
While I now understand the attraction to playing video games, 
I also learnt an entirely new language, as so-called Edgelords 
brazenly march across the line which they are so proud to 
question. These forums were full of enjoyment, excitement, 
and entitlement, but I wasnôt satisýed yet. I still had questions.

So, I know why video games are fun, I know about the people 
who play them and about how we engage with them. But what 
about the games themselves? Who makes them, and how does 
it always seem that there’s a newer, better version of a game 
on o er? Better still, how do games like Fortnite even make a 
proýt? 

ñVideo game maker Electronic Arts says it is laying o  350 
employees.” (Fox 2, 2019)

“Zynga announced that it will be cutting 5% of their workforce” 
(CBS, 2012)

ñThe studio behind Bioshocké closing its door and laying o  
most of its employees” (Fox News, 2014)

“Activision Blizzard slashing about 800 jobs” (Fox news, 2018)

For a 97.67 billion USD industry (Video games industry in the 
U.S. 2023 | Statista 2023), you’d think that job security would 
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Players expect new updates, and better graphics, every year, 
which means months of crunch for employees in the lead up 
to release, and then the cyclical layo s afterwards. They are 
going from insane amounts of work to none at all, which is 
unfortunately all possible because of a never-ending stream of 
people willing to work in the industry. In the most basic sense 
of the word, the workers of these industries are disposable.

Games like Fortnite, Apex Legends and League of Legends are 
only making the problem worse, with the introduction of the 
microtransaction model. Fortnite, for example, is free to play 
(for the most part). The only thing which players pay for are 
dances, skins, or tools for their avatars. What this means for 
workers, however, is that not only are they crunching every 
year to improve the graphics, but they also must be constantly 
working to release updates to keep players happy. 

Now, what I’m about to tell you will surprise noone: The 
gaming industry is a hotbed of gender discrimination (dramatic 
gasp). Let’s begin with some statistics:

- Women make up 48% of gamers (Washington Post, 2022)
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JUNIOR GALLERY
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The Other Day

The other day, I was reading the news: like the academic I am. 
And of course, after about ten minutes of mindlessly scrolling, 
just as I had landed in that sweet spot of my eyes being glazed 
over to the extent that it looked like I was lost in thought: my 
attention was grabbed.
The headline was simple: Surfer carries shark out to sea.
His statement?
“It might earn some brownie points the next time a shark comes 
past”.
Immediately, a smile spread across my face. The sight of this 
middle-aged man, sporting cheeky grin as he pointed to the 
water like a year one student might to a colouring in of the easter 
bunny. But whilst the sight of this clearly lovely man getting his 
own Sydney Morning Herald headline was enough to snap me out 
of my daze, what kept me from going back to mindlessly scrolling 
was a deeper issue, something that reached beyond a shark and 
it’s no good, very bad day.
Is an act kind if we expect something in return?
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Usually, when I see husbands discussing their 
wives on social media, I have come to expect 
(and brace for) some crude generalisation 
about A) Her appearance, B) How much she 
spends, or C) How they wish to not be married 
to her. (And yet still stay with her. This concept 
confuses me to no end.) However, I have 
come across an outstanding concern a few 
times, one which, for once, I don’t particularly 
disagree with. 

Despite my hesitations toward horror movies 
(although the most recent I have seen, M3GAN, 
had me giggling from start to ýnish), a most 
peculiar phenomenon occurs when it comes 
to true crime. Dreamcatcher by Steven King 
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BIG ISSUE

In an age of satellites, drones and espionage a rather unusual 
headline graced the front page of the Sunday paper. 
Chinese spy balloon shot down in USA!
A large, free-þoating balloon, dangling surveillance gear 
from over 18km in the sky was a strange spectacle for many 
Americans. Over the course of nearly a week this lumbering 
lump of controversy þoated through American airspace before 
it was shot down o  the coast of South Carolina by an F-22 
Stealth Fighter. There is currently a large operation underway 
to recover and inquire as to the intention of the balloon. 
There is a lot of debate as to whether this balloon was indeed 
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SENIOR GALLERYSENIOR GALLERY
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BERRIMA DISTRICT SPORT 
AWARDS 

Monthly Award Recipients 2020-2022

Above Left to Right: 

2020 Junior ï Emily Roger ï Cricket, 2020 Senior ï Nic Milner ï 
XC Running, 2021 Junior ï Lucas Hill ï Athletics, 2021 Senior ï 
Lachlan Minee  ï Motor Sports, 2021, Senior ï Anneliese Wansey 
ï Equestrian,  2022 Junior ï Harry Keats ï Athletics, 2022 Senior 
ï Phoenix Sparke ï Winter Biathlon, 2022 Co-Senior ï Ollie Linde ï 
Swimming, 2022 Senior ï Alistair Hill ï Fencing, 2022 Junior ï Pixie 
Hanson ï XC Running, 2022 Junior- Euan Shedden ï Orienteering, 
2022  Senior ï Sam Harwood- Cricket.

Right hand photo: Gabi von Sperl and Sapphire Sparke were Berrima 
District Sport Awards Junior Achievers in 2022.  Awards received for 
the consistence excellence across a range of sports over 2022.

Below Right: Harry Keats awarded Berrima District Sportsperson of 
the Year 2022 Award.

Below: Some of the Oxley College recipients of 2022 awards at the 
recent Berrima District Sport Awards.
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The Geography department’s objective for this excursion was to enlighten us 
Year 10 novices on coastal environments and the processes which determine 
them. Riding on the bus, we were equally stoked about leaving school as 
we were about the day ahead. Arriving at Elliot Lake, we were greeted with 
a picturesque view of Warilla Beach and after collecting our equipment and 
booklets, we were ready to begin our work. Walking along the beach on 
this gorgeous day, our observations of longshore drift tempted us into the 
beautiful, clear water - so close and yet so far! We learned that tombolos, 
disappointedly, are not related to Toblerone’s at all, but instead, are overgrown 
spits that connect the mainland to islands. Exploring the rocky edge of 
Windang Island, we were taught how cli s, wave-cut notches and wave-cut 
platforms are formed and learned through ýeld work measurements, about 
the evolution and importance of coastal sand dunes. We were lucky enough 
to see coastal management in action, with a new seawall under construction 
at the beach. After a full day of investigation, a relaxing lunch, and play 
around the Lake Illawarra entrance, we were ready to head home with of a 
new appreciation of our coastal environment. 




